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had eight months in which to pry
the country loose from the trap and
still death and destruction contin
ues An average of more than 200
Americans are killed each week
and $1000 per second goes into the
war Thirty percent of the Fed
eral budget is being drained while
15% of our citizens live in poverty
How can we remain silent in the
face of 39000 dead and quarter
of million wounded
national effort is being made
call for moratorium on Bus
iness as usual so that students
faculty and concerned citizens can
The choice of Golda Meir as
Prime Minister of the State of
rael prompted many humorous
aracks as to the image of the typ
Jewish mothei But Golda is
Mrs Portnoy 71-year-old
randmother she is also capable
politician skillful statesman
an eloquent spokesman for her
people This was evident on
Wednesday afternoon September
when busload of Beaver stu
joined crowd of 25000 at
Independence Hall to welcome
Prime Minister Meir to Philadel
phia She is in the United States
to discuss American support for
Israel with President Nixon
Golda Meir was conservatively
dressed in 3-piece black and grey
suit Her hair pulled back se
verely is also black and grey
When she speaks there is strength
and power in her deep almost
masculine voice But there is also
compassion and gentleness in her
tone as she tells of her countrys
determination to live in peace
She spoke off-the-cuff in contrast
to city officials who read their well-
rehearsed welcoming speeches Her
words were direct and precise
The Prime Minister said that
anyone who is dedicated to the
ideal of freedom is friend to Is
rael No nation can be free with
out recognizing the right of free
dom for all other nations no man
the Liberty Bell she expressed
gratitude for American support for
Israel
Golda Meir is very conscious of
the relationship between Americans
and Israelis She grew up in Mil
waukee and taught school there
havlng emigrated to the United
States from Russia In 1921 she
moved to Israel in those days
are already committed to spend
ing the day in door-to-door cam
paigns teach-ins workshops and
rallies The moratorium has been
supported by as many college pres
idents faculty and businessmen
It has the endorsement of the Na
tional Americans for Democratic
Action the National Student As
sociation the New Mobilization
Committee and the National New
Democratic Coalition
Beaver College students faculty
and members of the administration
will be meeting this week to decide
on the policy which the college will
adopt in regards to the Moratorium
it was called Palestine and the
dream of an independent Jewish
state was just that
The establishment of Israel has
resulted in three full-scale wars
plus daily fighting across the ever-
changing borders So far Israel
has been successful in winning her
battles If this were not the case
Mrs Meir would not have come to
America this week because she
and all of her countrymen would
have been pushed into the sea by
their Arab neighbors who have
sworn that intention for twenty-
One years
But the Jewish people Mrs Meir
said never find glory in war or in
victory there is only glory in
peace She and her countrymen
hold no hatred for anyone They
seek only to live in cooperation and
peace with the Arabs They are
determined to live and of neces
sity defend their homeland But
their joy comes in peace hard
work and brotherly love It was
natural for Mrs Meir to talk of
peace in Hebrew the only way
to say hello or goodbye is with the
word SHALOM it means
PEACE
Mrs Meir views the tragic con
ditions in the Middle East through
the eyes of woman mother
She said that life is given to
daughters and soas not to be
lost in battle but by mothers
who want them to live can
kill she once said of Israels hos
tile neighbors She looks forward
to the time when she can report
that Israel is no longer preoccupied
with defense but can concentrate
on making the desert bloom
The message from Jerusalem
the eternal city of PEACE seems




The music department is plan
ning to obtain tickets to special
concert series for college students
This will provide an excellent op
portunity to see and hear the Phil
adelphia Orchestra one of the old
est and finest in the Philadelphia
area
The first concert will be Monday
November 17 Wffliam Smith will
be conducting and dancers from the
Pennsylvania Ballet Company will
be featured The selections in
cluded will be Grand Fete at the
Capulets from Romeo and Juliet by
Berlioz Tchaikovskys Grand Pas
de Deux from The Sleeping Beauty
will feature Barbara Sandonato and
Alexei Yudenich from the Phila
delphia Ballet Company Adagi
etto from Symphony No by
Mahler Nielsons Clarinet Concerto
featuring David Shifrin and the
Suite from the ballet Panambi by
Ginastera will be other selections
included
On Tuesday February Eugene
Ormandy will be conducting and
Leon Bates on the piano and Wil
liam de Pasquale on the violin will
be featured The selections in
cluded in the concert will be Ser
enade for Strings by Tchaikovsky
Ravels Piano Concerto in Major
with Leon Bates Slavonic Rhap
sody No by Dvorak Chaussons
Poeme for Violin and Orchestra
and The Moldau by Smentana
The third concert will be held on
Monday March William Smith
will be conducting the Brandenburg
Concerto No by Bach and Mo
zarts Sinfonia Concertante for Vi
olin Viola and Orchestra Sym
phony No by Beethoven will be
played to commemorate the 200th
anniversary of the composers
birth
William Smith will conduct and
the University of Pennsylvania Glee
Club and the Pennsyngers will be
featured for the last concert of the
series Monday March The con
cert selections include As Quiet
As by Colgrass Tchaikovskys Vi
olin Concerto Herodotun Frag
ments by Montgomery this will
be the world premiere of this se
lection and the University of Penn
sylvania Glee Club and Pennsyn
gers will be featured and Ravels
Suite No from Daphnis and
Chloe
The cost of the series of four
concerts and bus transportation to
and from the Academy of Music is
nine dollars The bus will leave
for the concerts at p.m and re
turn at 1045 p.m
Persons who wish to take advan
tage of the series must pay Dr
Dorothy Haupt or Mr Thomas Bar
low in Blake Hall before Monday
October The checks should be
made payable to Beaver College
The concert series provides the
perfect opportunity for Beaver stu
dents to include some cultural
events in their schedules Its an
opportunity that should not be
missed
Ibriry
Representatives of Beaver Col
leges student body faculty and
administration congregated in New
Hope Pennsylvania Saturday
morning September 20 in The
Barn of Hope Ridge Farms to
participate in joint conference
The meeting was planned last June
by President Edward Gates and
Mary Ann Cook president of the
student government It was held
for the two-fold purpose of explain
ing and defining the roles of the
three groups and of discussing
matters of concern to all of the col
lege community
After welcoming coffee hour
the conference began with opening
remarks by Mary Ann Cook and
Dr Gates Dr Gates presented the
master plan of the college campus
cussion of the types of residence
halls which will be constructed
One plan under exploration is that
of building apartments to house
upperclassmen and faculty mem
bers The plan was greeted with
general approval by the conference
members
Consideration of college finances
its sources of income and areas of
distribution was presented by Mr
Burt Asbmann business manager
of the college Tuition increases
and state aid in the form of scholar-
The Beaver hockey team cap
tained by Ginny Burch is looking
forward to winning season this
year Both the varsity and junior
varsity have been practicing hard
for the past three weeks
This year the team is fortimate
to have large number of experi
enced freshmen along with many
returning upperclassmen Two
freshmen Kippy West and Irene
Bigotte are members of the var
sity team
The 1969 season consists of ten
given to the college in the report
would interest the students and
would aid in creating among them
more positive attitude toward the
college
Faculty Committees Discussed
The function and effectiveness of
student members on faculty com
mittees was topic discussed at
some length Because the school
year has just begun many of these
committees have not yet met and
the actual duties ott the individual
members have not been estab
lished The hope was voiced by
both students and faculty members
that the students will take full ad
vantage of the opportunities af
forded by this participation It was
suggested that students on faculty
committees make reports regularly
their activities
Students and faculty both felt
that the opportunities for
informal
communications between students
and faculty should be increased
One well-received suggestion was
to establish informal teas for
couple of afternoons week in the
faculty chat
After buffet luncheon and
chance for stroll around the New
Hope farm the conference members
met for the afternoon session and
further discussion of matters of
games The first game was held
September 23 with Chestnut Hill at
Beaver The varsity game tied at
2-2 The junior varsity won with
score of to On September
25 the varsity team defeated
Bucks County with score of 5-0
on our field There are five home
games remaining On Dads Week
end there will be Varsity-Alum
nae hockey game The team hopes
it will have the support of the










The displacement of 25000 and devote time and energy to the im
85000 American troops in Vietnam portant work of taking the issue of
brings the total to 60000 num- peace in Vietnam to the larger
ber that former President Johnson community The Vietnam mora
said could be brought back with- torium will begin October 15 Stu
out damaging the war Nixon has dents at more than 500 colleges
Beaver Representatives Meet




and discussed future development to the House of Representatives in
plans There was considerable dis- order to inform other students of
ships were other topics presented joint concern to the Beaver corn
or consideration to the conference mjty
members New Committees
Many of those in attendance also Two committees are to be organ-
voiced the hope that the entire stu- ized to further discuss and to re-
dent population be given the oppor- solve issues
which arose from this
tunity of reading the Middle States meeting It was decided that
Evaluation Report on Beaver made joint committee students-faculty
year and half ago by an evalu- administration be appointed by
ation team which visited campus the president of to prepare
It was felt that the constructive proposal for group arrangements
criticism and heartening praise Continued on Page Col
Hockey Team Plans Successful Season
5-0 Over Bucks Community College
is free until all men in the world
never forgive them for having
are free Standing not far from forced us to teach our children to
Hockey team practicing for first game
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The joint conference of students faculty
and administration in New Hope September
20 brought to light once again several basic
truths about human communication One
was that the impossible flaws which are in
herent in communications between people are
minimized when the channels are direct effi
cient and easy to follow Another was that
all of the free-flowing channels and well-plan
ned committees in the world do not necessar
ily guarantee active dialogue and participa
tion case in point is the policy of student
representation on faculty committees which
was initiated last spring The committees
are in existence students have been appointed
by It is unfortunate that students
were not able in some cases to be put on the
committee they requested But it would seem
that girl who submitted her name to the
House indicating an interest in serving as
student emissary to policy-making commit
tees would possess enthusiasm for the post
regardless of the particular task to which
she has been assigned
One student at the conference pointed out
that it is the primary responsibility of the
irl elected to gather information and student
opinions and to relay that information and
those opinions to her respective committees
It is hoped too that the function of the stu
dent committee members will be defined and
recognized by the rest of the committee
Beavers community of students faculty
and administration is now so structured that
there is committee for any problem ready
ear for every grievance We hope that this
phenomenal structure with its collective wis
dom and potential for creativity will now be
set in constructive motion
Cutura J1//air4 Prorarn
fleeh Slulent Support
The college experience which is credited with
being such large part
of our lives as young
adults hould be ideally composed of many vary
ing experiences Among these we find the dating
experience the away-from-home experience the
community-life experience the educational experi
ence and the cultural experience Unfortunately
one does not always find all of these during the
years that he or she is in college And often if
all of these aspects arc present they are in the
above order of importance the cultural experience
being last
In school which is located in such clove prox
inity to city that is known for its cultural oppor
tunities it would be great loss not to take full
advantage of these opportunities And yet the
amount of student involvemeat in Philadelphias
aesthetic offerings is depressingly low
Various excuses can be made for this behavior
en the part of the Beaver student transportation is
.7eac/er evaluation
SujetsteI
Just as there are iterary guide books and city
guide books Columbia University has recently pub-
lished faculty guide book Handed out along with
the class lists to in-coming freshmen this guide
evaluated all the teachers It gave qualified ratings
on an through scale each rating based on stu
dent consensus and compiled by student commit-
tee It has net only been reviewed and accepted
by the administration but is being funded by the
Universitys emergency funds
The purpose of such guide is not Only to warn
students of had teachers bad encompassing both
incompetent and unfair but serves as guide to
teachers as well Although some teachers refused
to change their curriculum or technique others have
taken the guide seriously enough to change their
methods The fact that the guide has motivated
some teachers is what counts their tearhiag will
probably improve and the registration into their
courses will increase
guide influencing student selection
of courses
is not feasible at Beaver because the size of the
faculty is too small to allow that much freedom of
choice within courses usually only one or two teach-
cr5 will instruct given course or within depart-
ments there are for example only two professors
in the speechitheatre department But guide for
teachers indicating the success of their teaching
abilities is invaluable
We of the News feel that regular and enforced
guide in the form of individual student evalua
tions be instituted for teachers at Beaver The
teacher should hand out evaluation forms to his
students during the last week of classes and these
anonymous forms should be tetumed to and read
by the instructor They should then be submitted
to the chairman of the respective department The
chairman could study these evaluations and note the
progressive development be it favorable or net of
the teacher supplementing his own experiences with
the instructor with these evaluations These evalu
ations could also be submitted to the faculty com
mittee concerned with promotion and tenure one of
the few committees with no student representwiive
and be another factor considered in professors
status at the college
It ses obvious that faculty members pre
sentation before another faculty member can be
different from his presentation before class And
few faculty members get to see their colleagues
teach other than specially prepared lectures For
this reason the student is qualified to speak about
the effectiveness of faculty member as teacher
for this reason we of the News believe that the
student body should have greater significance in
teacher evaluation and should be given the chance
to express its reactions on regular basis
often difficult if not impossible to find tickets
may be too scarce Or too expensive to obtain or
the student may be plain disinterested
Concerning this last excuse there is nothing to
be done But something can be done to correct the
rirst two problems And something is being done
It was proposed at the New Hope conference that
cultural affairs office be established to create bet
ter channels between the Beaver student and the
cultural opportunities of the Philadelphia area
This would make the ballet the theatre the syrn
phony and numerous other happenings easily avail
able to us as residents of suburb of Philadelphia
Transportation Which has always been problem to
the non-drivers of Beaver could be provided Tick
ets could be obtained at lower costs and in advance
The possibilities of such program are unlimited
Dr Conrad Latour who initiated this program
last spring found that it was time-consuming and
difficult operation but the benefits of such pro
gram far surpass the difficulties The one problem
that Dr Latour could not overcome however was
lack of student support In order te make it pos
sible to charter buses and to obtain tickets at stu
dent rates there must be enough students inter
ested in participating Without strong support the
entire operation would be futile and therefore point
less
Dr Latour is again initiating this program at
Beaver committee to study the various ways
in which this program can be put into effect has
been appointed by Dr Edward Gates and Mary
Ann Cook These people are willing to do the diffi
cult part of this program are we willing to take
advantage of it
The cultural aspect of the college experience
when this program goes into action can no longer
be avoided Information transportation and tickets
will be much more easily secured The remaining
problem is interest And if the program fails this




When interviewed recently on TV
Arlo Guthrie responded something
like this
Do you plan to make any mere
movies
Why not
Because Im musician not an
actor
One should keep this in mind
while comparing Guthrie song
writer and singer to Fonda an ac
tor director and script writer
One should also recall that Alices
Restaarant is first and foremost
song and that the movie was about
the song Eeay Rider was written
exclusively for filming The two
approach the same topic from dif
ferent directions Easy Rider is
plopped right in front of you and
later on top of you while Alice
sort of sneaks up to your side and
tickles The effectiveness of either
of these methods depends on how
well you have been conditioned by
the society we live in When one is
used to violence one reacts to it
more strongly than any other phe
nomenon am condemning neither
the viewer nor the creator am
merely pointing out Penns courage
in attempting to fit everything
within Guthries humorous but cri
tical attitude And indeed this is
Guthries character He is playing
symbol 24 hours day as
his father did before him Guth
ne however cast off the shackles
of his fathers image with the emer
gence of the record album three
years ago Fonda himself admitted
in another TV interview that with
this film he had hoped to be re
leased from the image of hippie
son of great but aging actor
Perhaps he has accomplished this
but the fact is Guthrie who is also
younger beat him to it
The author of the review seems
to have let her slip show or better
yet had pulled her skirt up too far
in putting down Guthries non
chalance Guthrie is nonchalant
from head to toe inside and out
He is long and slight and dresses
in loose shirts and bells He didnt
drive big bike or display his fea
tures and leathers He does not
profess to be Captain America
His cheekbones are covered by
mass of curley bland brownish hair
Fondas glisten in the sun along
with his straight golden locks
Prilvukell Pieces
by Patrick Hazard
STYLES IN TBlACHlNG rm
delighted to see my colleagues In
the English department reading the
Beaver News want to think
about what theyve said before say
ing much more except that dont
presume for minute to hold up
any single style as the ideal in
teaching There are as many valid
styles in teaching as there are in
making love AU one can ask and
hope for in either case is that an
individual be as thoughtful and
considerate of the needs and desires
of others as he can be and try
his damnedest It doesnt always
work but when it does it justifies
those dreary days on the dais we
all dread
Letters to the Editor
Guthrie is surrounded by his es
sence yet everything he says and
does passes easily through to his
audience Fonda is surrounded by
his own physical good looks What
he is saying sometimes cannot get
through The reviewer obviously




The limited number of parking
spaces on Beavers campus has
been constant source of problems
for both day and resident students
But there is no simple solution to
the problem If an additional lot
were to be built then the average
cost for each new parking space
would be approximately $700.00
The cost would eventually have to
come out of the Beaver students
pocket and parking fees might
reach $100.00 for use of parking
facilities
After speaking with Mr Muller
have found that the problem is
the excess of unregistered cars
On Tuesday September 22 35 art-
registered cars were ticketed on
campus and 22 more were parked
on Church Road While anyone
can park on Route 73 we have been
asked when parking there not to
block peoples driveways Those
who have registered their cars are
asked to please park theta in their
assigned parking spot especially
in Lot No
Lastly additional spots have
been added for student parking
along the road leading to Murphy
and near the Art Center Only
minimal number of extra ears have
been assigned to Lot No near
Heinz and Lot No Murphy so
that there should never be more
cars than parking spaces at any
given time
This was the explanation re
ceived when asked for seine solu
tion to the parking problem rea
lize that it is ito solution but
can offer none better Hopefully if
everyone will abide by the parking
regulations there wont be any
more problems But if someefle




POSTER.S ARE FOR PEOPLE
not party poopers Last May some
free slinking SDS type swiped why
euphemize my NO VIETNAM
ESE CALLED ME NIGGER
poster smack off my bull board
And this week its the French stu
dent poster of Charles DeGaufle off
the third floor wall known in these
parts as the Galerie Schmidt-Haz
ard. Now why ask you can
person steal something that is being
shared by everyone The same
loathsome type which slices parts
out of encyclopedias OK so its
sickness So let me console you
after you poster-snatching ghoul
have brought back Ic grand
Charles
Auditions for the fall production of Tennessee Williams Bammer
and Smoke will be held tonight at 715 p.m in the Little Theater
All students and male faculty members are urged to prepare readings
for the play and attend this meeting Interested faculty members
may make arrangements with Mr Terry Theodore for private
readings
Tuesdays September 30 1969
BEAVER NEWS Page Three
MrS Malen
by Ebb Jacobs
if youre at all observant youve
seen the special breed of Beaver
people miking their way to the
Fine Arts building Perhaps youve
admired those jaunty little tackle
boxes or the spunky way they
tn.ndle their drawing boards They
are the habitual doodlers and the
dedicated art majors but who will
be there to find the common de
nominator of design parallel the
lines and straighten the mow
flakes
You already know great deal
about our new drawing instructor
Mrs Ann Williams if you popu
lated the recent art exhibit for
there is unique honesty and
straightforwardness which domin
ates the impressionism of her paint-
togs Oddly enough it was this
factor that provoked debate as
to whether this very quality of
Mrs Williams work would be hin
dered rather than enhanced by the
slickness of an added dimension
of glass
There are equal ingredients of an
almost childlike openness as
well
as tremendous sophistication in
her work and it is the subtle corn-
The sharpaess and clarity of her
ability to perceive the world around
her explodes in the impressionism
of her work She is definitely iiot
the naive dreamei she is atuned to
the pace of her time
It is quite possible that this
in-
sight was sharpened by the fact
that Mrs Williams entrance into
the art world was fostered by her
initiation into the practical reality
of everyday exitanee After at-
tending Colby Junior College the
pressing reality of having to earn
living on her own found the po
tential artist at the Katherine
Gibbs School which led to post-
tioli at the Thompson Advertising
Agency Mrs Williams worked her
way up to the position of art buyer
dealing with photographic as
well
as commercial art
Satisfaction could not grow out
of career of this kind and the
taste of sculpture course at the
Art Students League surfaced the
creative impulses of this artist
leading to her eventual arrival
at
the University of Michigan as
painting major Mrs Williams at-
tended the Tyler School of Art
where she was student of Mr
Jack Davis who eventually per-
suaded her to come to Beaver She
has had previous teaching expert-
once as an assistant teaoher and
with the Re.hobath Art League
Monday afternoons find Mrs
Williams going home to paint al
though her interests lie in graphics
and drawing Her work is moti
vated by the new flexibility of mod-
em art the frsedom and frankness
which allow for freedom of itdivid
ual expression one of the pri
mary aims of her courso
must athint that have a1way
been skeptical of enrolling in
course in Art History After
conversation with Mrs Richard
Malen lecturer in Art History
have experieneod drastic change
in my views The crux of this corn-
meat lies in the fact that it is one
of Mrs Malfs chief aims aside
from that of developing visual per-
ception and awareness an aim
which likely enough seems to be
quite popular with the art depart-
meat is to show the relevaney of
the art of the past to the art of
today it is Mrs Malens belief
that artists are looking more and
more to the past in an effort to
derive the art of today The em-
phasis of primitive art to its en-
vironment and the simple Objects
of everyday existence is coming
home to roost in our own soup
cajis and earthworhs Happily
enough Mrs Malen points out we
no longer need to search the strin
gent but beautiful coes of the
museums to find esthetic pleasure
we are learning to perceive beauty
from the world around us
Mrs Malen is graduate of
Skidmore College She was
teaching fellow at the University of
Pennsylvania and taught course
in modern art at the Philadelphia
College of Art Graphics and
drawing serve as her focus for
artistic expreion
Mr Harry Eaby and Mr Ron
Sohendar are teaching the advanced
desigu course and reliable sources
indicate that their firm of Cypher
Faby is graduate of the Philadel
phia College of Art where he also
held teaching position He was
prompted to come to Beaver on the
recommendation of Mr Davis
Beavers rapidly expanding art
progTam as well as its ideal boa
tion were consistent factors in
their decision to teach here There
is no doubt that these iew teachers
will play an important role in the





To Begin in N.Y
The Alumnae A.ffaits Office hop-
ing to acquaint presently uninvolved
alumnae with their alma mater as
it Is today Is holding several Ben
var nights In various parts of the
country
The first affair to be held on
October at the Biltmore Hotel In
New York City will consist of
reception and dinner attended by
alumnae parents of present stu
dents and Mends of the school
Guest spea.kers will include Dr
Edward Gates president of the cob-
lege and Dr David Gray director
of International Programs In ad-
dition several members of the far-
ubty and other administrative peo
pie will be present
similar meeting will be held
on October 29 In BtYn at the Fort
Hill Club and there are being plail
ned for Chicago and Miami
The Chehenham Township Adult
School is offering wide selection
of ten week courses on either Mon
day or Thursday nights at an aver-
age cost of $16.00 per course Dr
Bernard Mausner and Dr Samuel
Cameron of Beavers psychology de
partrnent will give lectures as part
of the psychology course The
course Frontiers in Psydhology
concerns the latest research in that
field and will be held on Thursday
nights Dr Mausner presented the
course introduction on September
25 and will lecture on The Pay-
chobogy Of Cigarette Smoking on
November 20 Family Therapy
New Treatment Modality will be
the lecture given by Dr Cameron
on December
Mr Peter Moller of the Beaver
speech theatre department will
give three lectures on drama for
another course Contemporary
Trends iii the Arts The series will
be held on Thursdays October
16 23 Other arts covered will be
music offered by Clifford Taylor
of Temple University visual arts
by Dr Herman Gundershelmer al
so of Temple and dance by Helen
Trueheart local dancer and
teacher
The Negm in Contemporary
America will be the subject of
series of lectures which students
can attend for $1.75 per lecture
without subscribing to the series
We are today in the rnldat of an
expknion of the human spirit said
Dr Charles Hall Chaplain of
Beaver Like the nuclear reaction
of split atom this epbosion has
released spectacular display of
potential power and creativity in
511 areas arts science and tech-
nobogy from Bethel to the
moon At time when all old
traditional institutions are under
attack and ctiimbling Dr Hall
feels there are two questions which
man must answer what is It all
about and with what cohesive
form with what language can we
fruitfully jodn modern mans expert-
ence and state of mind with the
great discoveries
of the past of the
classic tradition
It is problem which much occu
pied Dr Halls thoughts this sum-
mer He and his wife returned to
Florence city they
have spit
much time getting to understand
and to love Mrs Hall is an histor
ian of the citys painting
Flor
ence is her laboratory said Dr
Hall By breaking out of the ha-
bitual pattern of living
which Phil-
adeiphia and the surrounding area
represented Dr Hall hoped to ap
preach the work he wished to no-
com1plih his new book with new
energy and fresh perspective
As
usual Florence and the Tuscany
landscape the result of continuing
human craft and care proved to
be Inspiring Dr Hall was able to
complete there large
amount of
his book Which is to be called The
Reluctant ExistestloJ5tS The book
deals with theories and philosphles
which were born out of what he
terms the Macburg Matrix the
womb of creativity shaped by the
encounter of three philosophers
in
the 1920s in the German town of
Marburg Far five years Martin
Heidegger Paul Tillich and Rudolf
Bultmann converged in that town
working at times together at times
against each other as they
created
The first lectu2 will be H1stOriea1
Background given by Mr Lee
Montgomery of Temple on Septem
ber 29
Two college courses for credit
offered by Temple University will
also be given One CureiculUin
and MethOd in English will be
offered at 00 on Mondays Per-
sonality and Adjustment will be
offered on Thursdays at 00 p.m
In addition there Ia Sunday
night concert series and Five
Star Forum Series which thIs year
features Scott Carpenter Goodnan
Ace Whitney Young Jr David
Brinkley and Dr Margaret Mead
Other studies at the Cheltenhem
Tcwnshbp Adult School include
drawing guitar lessons Soviet Ut-
erature jewelry speed readIng an-
thropobogy art history mythology
world events the Middle aat Ian-
guages modem dance antiques
dressmaking cooking investments
and yoga Doctors from Tempb
University Thomas Jefferson Uni
versity Vilacova University and
the University of Pennsylvania will
lecture on these and other subjects
such as sleep color vision engine-
ering altruism and olfaction
Registration for many of the
courses has closed for this as-
meater but interested students
Should write to Cheltenham Tows
ship Adult School Box 11291
Flkins Park Pa 19117 or call TU
7-1720
philosophy for modern man Hel
deggers book Being and Time came
out of this period
The first chapter of The Reluc-
tant Existentialists is called Mar
tin Heidegger Philosopher of Being
and Time He and TilIICh were
both rejnoxt because they shied
away from the term existentialist
Although TiUtch has been the pri
mary exponent of what we today
regard as existentialism in the Un
ted States and has more than any
other philosopher awakened Amer
ion to the pblem of being he re-
sisted the appellation Dr Hall
hoped to show in his second chapter
entitled Paul Tillidh Theologian of
Being how TiJ4ichs philosophy of
being evolved from Heideggers
philosophy of being and time
The third existentialist Rudolf
Bultmann Dr Hall has called
Theologian of Time u1tmann
attempted to translate the message
of the New Testament into the Ian-
guage of modem man Because
Buitmami believed Martin Heideg
gei- to be modem man he inter-
preted the New Testament into Hel
deggers medium existentialism
Dr Hail wonders if existentialism
is indeed the best common Ian-
guage for men today
Synthesis of Old and New
The sununers work and accm
plisbiments did much to illuminate
Dr Halls own theories and beliefs
He too wishes to discover the Ian-
guage with whish to communicate
the power of the human spirit Old
forms are broken the explosive
creativity which Is everywhere In
evidence today is giving rise to new
material forms Dr Hall agrees
with Paul Goodman who in The
New York Times Magaeine ectOn
of Sunday September 14 compared
todays spfrit of change to the
spirit of the Reformation of the
16th century In order to build
Continued on Page Cot
New Art Teachers Add
Extra Dimension to Dept
Beaver Professors to
Lecture at Cheltenham
by Julie HoustonFreshman English has been lib
erated Through the efforts of Mr
Stephen Miller chaimian of the
freshman committee new one
semester course with central
theme has been developed Since
each professor has the freedom to
create syllabus which he finds
most stimulating each section dif
fezs vastly and only few common
lectures have been scheduled The
City has been chosen as the gen
eral topic but will be approached
from various angles by the staff
Mr Peter Mailer has decided to
explore sXiolOgtcaI problems and
urban development through essays
and other literary works Mr MU-
br is examining the history of the
city through literature while Mrs
Helen Buttel is viewing the effects
of city planning as reflected in cur-
rent publications
Most freshmen have found this
approach to the iornia1ly dry sub-
ject Literature and Expression to
be very relevant and interesting
Since no class has more than 20
students there is seminar-like
atmosphere l.a reading works
such as Seiez the Day Native Son
and Girl on the Streets the stu
dents will be exposed to contem
porary literature that is far cry
from the more conventional type
which has long been associated with
such freshman courses Mrs Mary
Sturgeon using the theme The
Self will lncorpornte the autobi
ographies of Isadore Duncan Mal
col.m Leo Tolstoy and James
Joyce
Since there was not erough space
for all freshmen to emoU in one of
these sections some students voted
to take one of the special studies
courses Those girls who receive
or better will be eligible to take
an exemption test since the depart-
meat feels their present course will
adequately develop their view of
literature The exam will be aim-
liar to the one given this fall to
some 40 girls who were eligible on
the basis of their SAT and Eng
lish Achievement scores In spite
of the low peas rate of only
six
girls the standards will not be low-
ered for future exams
bination of these factors that seem Associates will be handling
the
to make her the artist that she is Beaver College yearbook Mr
Future of Man Through the Past
In The Reluctant Existentialists
by Caroline Otis
Mrs Ann Williams
Art Exhibits at La Salle College
La Salle College Union Philadelphia Pa
Oils by HANS LIEBL October 31
The natural wonders of the world attract
Hans Liebi The
subjects of his works range from
the mountains and peasants of
Bavaria to the seascapes of Maine He wishes to paint the true
pictures of nature and stresses that his
works are not Modern
Paintings in acrylic and mixed media by
JOHN BISIGNO
October 21
Mr Bisignanos prime concern in his paintings is to develop
vision based on the memory and essence of the subject
Tuesday Sepfember 30 1969
Ever since my first encounter
with local community theatre last
üit stunned by its
1Itique eracthrLst1cs sid inherent
üinie and have been
wrestling with
the verbalization of
thy lmprethslons Just the nere
niu1tittide of little groupies as
t1nnienOt to mention the at
titudes and the resultant products
On Smday September 14 the
finhiculmliintkni of this struggle
ttende the Second
Aia1 Drama Fatfval of the
àtn Pdlitsylvana Theatre
crc conjunction
the Eastern States Theatre
Aciation ESTA and this
earthshttering event finally did
lmptIf3r and presiJt the enigma
into somewhat intelligible grunts
ind snbol capable of entering in
enit4iterate attrript at Ian
The all-day Sunday aflair was
Iti$y rodbth and fluidly
clar picture of the psychological
prerequisite outloOk the draniatic
out-come the limitations and po
tential oif the thousands of little
theatre groups crawling above the
iodork of every tiny hamlet of
tis greatitate aid those individ
uals who spread the dramatic dra
On and tts fire throughout the
ebmnlimLtr The festival was
really cozitast including six pro
ductions representing the mem
her groups who joined this educa
tional non-professional non-profit
body of little theatre groups from
eastern Pinsylvania for their mu
tual benefits to encourage and ex
pand hannelw of communication
âdthatioxIasLd cooperation and
to exchange and share ideas ob
j$hd tcbxiiques
As the day progressed and the
sun sank lower to enflame the
Dutch Country Playhouse be
came increasingly aware of the at
mosphere around me and just what
depressed me and elated me simul
taeously whenever experienced
ccunmunity theatre Unifortun
aeiy waa unable to stay through
ipterim the days festivities
.and therefore only aw three
plays but the omnipresent feeling
sperceded even the specific plays
did see and entailed my initial
reaction
Community Spirit
First of .aU community theatre
is social event for the neigh
borhod paiticipants own enjoy
The estabUspent of any
grup emenated from the desire of
townspeople just wanting to be and
work together on nice friendly
basis so why not learn lines in-
stead of bridge rules Each mdi
vldua.l involved belonged to fani
fty of players
There was this
uelked bread good to see
$u Spin atmosphere which hung
in front of the curtains And it
.as genuinely sincere including an
honest attempt to include any out
elder who showed the least bit of
interest or who could also smile
ihOwkig two rows of white shiny
teeth Hespitality like that is
rare trest In this ciched consti
pated world Thri this same easy-
Dianne ray1or member of the
ass of reigned over the 60th
annual baby parade of Ocean City
New 3ersey as Queen In.fanta
this swnmer
pianewhospent the summer in
Ocean City working at small ho
telv.was crowned Queen Infianta by
3ajror Robert Sharp during
cOronation ball on the Music Pier
Along with her four attendants
Dlzme presided over the baby par
ade which was composed of parent
made floats eliowing off the
going friendly self-sufficient aura
invades or conitrqls the productions
The simple charm so inviting off-
stage changes into certain uncon
scions pride and blissful immunity
onstage while the sincerity sisal-
lows itself alive emerging as Un-
sophistication So herein lie the
appeal and aversion rolled into one
amiable amoeba-ish plight But it
is not fair of me to expect some-
thing on professional level and
was compelled years before to in-
vent new system of ethical stand-
ards in judging community produc
tions mainly keeping in mind the
personal reason why these people
decided to pool their free time and
obliterating from that same mind
other versions of these same plays
that Id seen on professional semi-
professional or institutional levels
But it is extremely difficult to con-
tinuously group this critical code
without wanting to stretch its
boundaries in various directions If
those involved receive pleasure and
creative satisfaction from just the
means of their endeavor why
should care about the ends or
want them to become more objec
tive critical and aware of them-
selves and others Selma had the
time of her life working with Mar
vin on those swords so what if
they look like grotesque phallic
concoctions of tin foil from the
tenth row in fact if Selma did
worry about what the swords
looked like in the original Broad
way production and made con
scious effort to envision them as
product of her own capabilities
she probably would have stabbed
her cohort during their second day
of occupational therapy
Use of Limitations
But this vicious cycle this good
within the evil syndrome felt as
the main obstacle of community
theatre is not as futilely repetitious
and unavoidable as it sounds And
yes friend even have specific
proof to support the ever-growing
glimmers of hope The second pro
duction of the festival was an ex
tremely capable unpretentious sen
sitive revision of an Elaine May
one-actor Not Enough Rope
The Dutch Country Players took
into account all the factors which
feel can combat the unconscious un
worldliness of little theatre groups
and flaunt their inborn comradery
toward successful means and end
They knew their limitations only
used them as sit advantage by
picking contemporary play re
volving around three character
types black comedy situation and
involving flickers of awareness of
new now techniques They did
not try high stylized period com
edy and they did not abort an ul
tra-dramatic Williams masterpiece
Instead they presented play which
they could enjoy and create within
and out of at the same time Also
by taking into account the audi
ence and braking out of their own
little homespun worlds they took
drastically major step in realizing
the other non-self oriented side of
any creative art to communi
Continued on Page Cal
younger set of the Ocean City area
Dianne rode through the parade on
her own float and then took her
throne on grandstand from where
she reviewed the rest of the parade
The Queen and her attendants
were selected informally by group
of judges headed by Mrs Russell
Hanscom of Hanscom Bakeries
who was in charge of the entire
baby parade operation
It was very exciting said Di
anne considered it really an




Last spring when the art depart
ment at Beaver College chose Jill
Sia to represent the school for the
Celanese Foundation Scholarship
her first reaction was complete dis
belief
The Celanese Foundation was
founded in New York City only
three years ago and annually
awards $1000 scholarship and art
award to student from each of
five colleges throughout the coun
try
To win this award an art stu
dent chosen by the staff at each
respective college must submit
complete set of plans for an office
of 850 square feet of space Not
only must the plans contain the
proper floor spacing but also
complete set of plans for the plumb-
ing heating and lighting systems
In this respect interior design die
tinctly differs from interior decor
I_n addition to the scholarship
and award which Jill received she
was pictured with her floor plans
in Interior Design magazine These
can be seen in the art studio on
campus
Jills interest and ability as an
interior design major seems to be
hereditary Her parents Mr and
Mrs Zaw Liang Sin own and
operate the interior design firm of
LaPagoda Blanca in IAma
Pent Though her major is interior
design Jill is undecided as to what
she will do upon graduation in the
spring
Due to the possibility of an
influenza epidemic the College
is making available vaccine
that immunizes against the
known influenza strains
This vaccine will be adminis
tered by the nures at the
Health Center at $1.00 per dose
If possible the Business Office
prefers that cash be paid for
this service
If you have had influenza im
rnunization within the last three
years you will need only one
thot which you should have be
fore October 15 If you have
never had influenza Snmuniza
tion or your last shot was over
three years ago you should
have second shot between
December and December 15
It is suggested that since the
immunization does not take
place immediately shots should
be obtained as soon as possible
ft is requested that students go
for shots during the regular
Health Center hours
1100 n.m 1200 noon
400 p.m 500 p.m
730 p.m 830 p.m
AMERICAN RITUAL Taking
son daughter to college is rite
of passage our family survived this
four-day 2700 mile weekend
When we arrived at Carleton Col
lege in North.fleld Minnesota the
campus green was crawling with
the generation gap Peck and
Pecked niainmas and rock-haired
junglejagged levis the new yam-
tion of Humphrey Bogarts studied
casual trenchcoat walked apart at
disrespectful distances High fidel-
ity highly expensive stereos blared
overamplified mash for the dead-
cited ear Ah the higher learning
console myself in that the curric
ulum seems to be in yeasty state
and that the ski-big will be down-
hill all the winter October through
April Having managed to miss
lunch doing idiotic things like tak
ing down the number of the pay
phone in his dorm Each genera-
tions mistakes are sufficient to
themselves let him freeze in his
own way
SOME PLTJRIBUS MORE IJNA
The getting to Minnesota and back
was the real joy seeing how much
the country still is different and
how much is succumbing to the
InterBlah of Holiday Inns and turn-
pike blur The Mississippi has an
unslakeable fascination for me for
Huck Finn reasons as well as
others My teenage children got
bit bored by our crossing first at
Molme Ill Davenport Iowa but
later at LaCrosse Wis and at
Prairie du China and at Dubuque
Iowa We took family portrait
on levee at Moline on the prop-
erty of the Moine Tool Company
which has just raised P-top ad-
ministration building 150 feet in
the air next to the Father of the
Waters Smashing Across the
river in Davenport we had nice
break handsome building
caught my eye across from the
Hotel Davenport where stopped
for This Week Davenport to
couch it in New York Hilton
terms They dont have such but
sent mg to that handsome building
which was designed by Edward
Durrell Stone no less Skeptic that
am grilled the librarians and
found the handsome building was as
noisy as junior high school cafe-
teria too much wall surface for
sound to ricochet off of Then we
pressed on to the Beaux Arts Fair
at the Municipal Art Gallery situ-
ated high on bluff overlooking
the downtown Davenport grain dc
vators what Charles Sheeler
scape that was The art was
mostly eech-eech-trite banal
smlopp for people who have heard
that art is Good Thing but who
are lazy in the head not to men-
tin heart There was promising
young photographer one Larry
Fisher from Palmer Junior College
whose eye was alive and whose
FUTURE OF MAN
future men must share purpose
and an understanding of the pres
ant It is necessary also that
man understands the fruitful pro-
gress of past struggles Future
man must have roots in the achieve-
meats of the past
Because we are busy today din-
mantling the institutions which
have previously served as channels
for the spirit of these achievements
we are in danger of killing the
roots Dr Hall believes that per-
haps modern aesthetics provide the
best model for joining the best of
the old that part of our heritage
which will sustain the spirit of
man and of the new the
meaningful expressions of our bur
geoning creativity The aesthetic
clue to how such synthesis might
be accomplished is embodied in
theory which Dr Hall calls simul
taneous events The name is one
which Dr Hall first heard applied
printing was worth buying We
learned from him that booths cost
dollar foot $10 for his three
horibontifled screen doors held
against the wind by bright blue
go cart the best piece of sculp
ture at the whole fair was
heartened to find that my college
bound son picked out of all this
gluch two perfectly dazzling cer
amic brooches one for his giil one
for lila mother Touching The
visual zowie of the fair was row
of ten foot banners snap-crackling
in the Iowa breeze We tore our-
selves with the greatest reluctance
off this Davenport scene and im
mediately lost ourselves onto the
Iowa turnpike what sinking
feeling driving right into the set-
ting sun when you know you should
be headed north all at 80 mph
We managed to tear off this pike
before hitting Herbert Hoovers
birthplace there are some abctmi
nations one mustnt contract by
learning across pig farm in the
direction of Waterloo Iowa About
this time our two youngest be-
mused by Arnold the pretty TV
fantasy porker in Green Acres
started to stage an aink-in They
wanted piglet as soon as Mich
ads trunk was out of the back of
the stationwagon You have never
heard such furor on behalf of an
unclean beast We finally turned
them off by turning into pig farm
and having an impromptu lecture
on pigology the dainty little curlie
is an obscene 200 pouncis in three
months Our zoologists countered
by saying theyd put him on re
duced diet What would the pig
do Squeal all the time Find of
TVbred pig fantasy Incidentally
the relaxed style of the midwestern
farmers impressed the children
right off Easy to talk to people
though the Jesus-trim of my
sons hair raised quite few tight
brows
Architectural Highlights
The high point of the trip was
Sunday morning visit to famous
building of my greatest architect
hero Louis Sullivafl the man
Frank Lloyd Wright notori
ously self-absorbed type ark-
nowledged as his master After
the Chicago Worlds Fair of 1893
arrested the maturing of modern-
ist architecture in the United States
for generation Sullivan the
great ideologue of new arehitec
ture for new democracy was
reduced to making banks for small
midwestern towns like Owatonna
Minnesota It stands on the north-
east corner of the town gron
across from Walgreens Thrift
drug store and next to transcen
deafly mediocre shops cleaners
music store night club But
it stands with such self possessed
force that it towers over them with-
Continued on Page Col
to music friend Francis Thorne
who is composer calls his method
of playing two different kinds of
music like formal symphonic ar
rangements and hard rock corn-
binations at the same time Shnul
taneous Events The two diverse
musical expressions are glued to-
gether by common rhythm and
theme The theory has been em-
ployed in various art forms in our
century Picasso and others have
presented simultaneous views and
perspectives of one subject in paint
lag the multimedia theatre has be-
come an established art form Dr
Hall would like to apply the theory
of simultaneous events to theology
in order to produce theology of
spirit which expresses the essence
of God and of Man as convergent
dynamic forces simultaneously
evenJting in ecstatic charismatic









Diann TaylØr Chosen Baby Parade Queen
Continued from Page Col
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As Charlie Brown manager and
star pitcher of the losingest base
ball team ever to wander into the
annals of history would say
Rats
The third floor of the classroom
building echoed this cry two weeks
ago when the psychology depart
ment had the honor of announcing
the birth of almost two dozen rat
pups to two mothers Born some
time between Sunday September
14 at p.m and the following
morning the tiny baby rats are
part of an experiment in observing
psychological development
Dr Bernard Mausner chairman
of the psychology department
paced the halls nervously during the
week in anticipation of the blessed
event The rat mothers named
Right and Left or purposes of
identification were provided hus
bandless by Perfect Breeders of su
burban Philadelphia
Although the young depend on
their respective mothers for nour
ishment mama rat of each litter
looks to junior Marty Hill for food
As department assistant she sup
plies cubes of compressed grain
minerals and vitamins daily La
ter lettuce leaves will be placed in
the cages as between-meal snack
The litters have been placed in
room 212 of the classroom building
The cages face oneway mirror
enabling students to peer into the
darkened home of the rats No
special soundproofing mechanisms
have been installed but the thick
glass and ventilation noise allow
only an occasional cheep-cheep
to penetrate into the hushed cu
bicle
Rat Observation
All general psychology students
are observing the rats inherent and
environmental behavior Changes
and differences in nursing retriev
ing grooming and activity in the
pups are among the list of behavior
patterns that should be noticed
One rat mother is experienced hay
tag given birth to another set pre
viously the other is newcomer
to motherhood Quick judgments
should be avoided however Dr
Mausner remembers last years
mothers and their pup-caring activ
ities as an example One was
really good mother nursing and
grooming the pups and retrieving
them whenever they strayed he
said but the slob of mother was
the experienced one
When the reports are handed in
next month the rat families will
emigrate to the biology department
for use in experiments there
few pups will be put up for adop
tion if any Beaver girl is looking
for birthday present for her lit
tle brother They must be taken
home immediately since dormitory
rules forbid their lodging Al
though open pa.rietals may not faze
many the thought of co-existing
with the four-legged variety of rat
seems unsettling
The species-bred rodents are
hooded rats cross between the
albino traditional laboratory test
animal and wild strain The
pups unusually healthy and com
paratively tame are born with
pink-orange skin which darkens to
gray after few days They re
semble photographs made of the
human embryo when its limbs are
flint forming Like the unborn
baby the pups keep their eyes
sealed shut
Dr Mausner has expressed hope
that the little critters will find
homes far from Murphy Chapel
He sympathetically confided to the
News hate to sacrifice nfl of





March 21 April 19
romantic problem may arise
Be on your guard against old ene
mies Avoid trouble with room
mates
TAURUS
April 20 May 20
Talk to professors about any
problems you have they will be
especially receptive Dont be
timid about asking for confer
ence
GEMINI
May 21 June 20
Today is not good for anything
Your best bet is to stay in your
room and study Avoid contact
with new acquaintances
CANCER
June 21 July 22
Social life can be very reward
ing but the day will not be good
for personal shopping Be at your
best this evening
LEO
July 23 August 22
wish about money may be ob
tained due to an unexpected gift
Concern about close friends may
be necessary Be good listener
VIRGO
August 23 September 22
You may be doing some day
dreaming now Be careful if they
have romantic overtones Try and
be realistic today
LIBRA
September 23 October 22
Today is good day to shop and
plan for sociable evening buy
some new romantic scent Your
spirits are high
SCORPIO
October 23 November 21
You may have done better on
your last exam than you expected




letter is due to arrive
someone you respect Any
today is good especially in
ters concerning money
CAPRICORN
December 22 January 19
Your social popularity may be
headed to an all-time high Your
friendship is sought my many Be
extravagant today
AQUARIUS
January 20 February 18
You may overlook routine mat
ter of importance Be deliberate in
your activities This evening
could
provide answers to some questions
that have been worrying you
PISCES
Fbruary 19 March 20
Avoid companionship with some
one who does not trust you Today
you would be wise to review your
present relationships with
others
For those girls who are hav
ing trouble finding hotel ac
commodations for their dads
block of rooms has been re-
served at the George Washing
ton Motor Lodge in Valley
Forge for the week-end of Oc
tober 11 The motel is located
on Route 202 directly off exit
24 on the Pennsylvania Turn
pike Make your reservations
now by calling MU 8-6600
For those of you who might have
heard the screams laughter
grunts said cries from the Little
Theatre at various odd hours break-
ing the tomblike temple of silence
or found strange objects on the
stage or in-between the aisles the
morning after the night before
dont shirk away in terror its the
Ainwick Players undergoing
strenuous rehearsal schedule They
are the sounds and the remnants of
six distinct individuals reaching out
in many directions for many things
and learning just how difficult and
rewarding that simple gesture is
left-over lapses of expressing the
impact of working together on va
itous other levels So if the shrieks
or convulsed coffee cups seem oddly
out of place amongst the forest of
green cocoons understand the
source and capture the ripples in
the air if you can
wish every member of the Boa-
ver community could be in Alnwick
Players really do What
beautiful orgy that would be In
spirit at least Or at least under
go something comparable The
mental emotional physical and
psychological effects of these past
two weeks are somewhat undesir
able And of course can only
express myself as an individual
but we all feel some mortal cat
aclysm if not just the presence of
bond shyly establishing itself of
cracking up and smiling spontan
eously of knowing anothers eyes
and moods Something is growing
beginning with great potential
frustration searching and ultimate
destined satisfaction Personally
and together Its communication
on an intense impossible-to-be-
pseudo level changing means
toward dynamic end For some
reason stage lights shine to ifium
inate the soul and the soul performs
open to all even unconsciously
aware of its majestic predomin
ance And each night whether we
came away and slinked up the hill
elated depressed giggly or sigh
ing the reaction and interaction
The most comprehensive exhibi
tion ever held of the work of the
great 20th century sculptor
Con
stantin Brancusi opened Septem
ber 26 at the Philadelphia Museum
of Art Over 70 pieces in marble
alabaster limestone onyx bronze
and wood plus drawings water
colors and architectural elements
have been brought together as the
result of nearly four years of ne
gotiations with museums and pri
vate collectors in this country and
abroad
The exhibition was organized by
the Solomon Guggenheim Mu
seum and the objects will come pri
marily from the Musee National
dArt Moderne in Paris the Gug
genheim Museum in New York and
by special arrangement
from the
Museum of Fine Arts in Bucharest
Following its exhibition in Phila
delphia the Brancusi Retrospective
will be seen in New York Chicago
and in part in Bucharest Ru
mania The Philadelphia Museum
of Art is the principal lender with
seventeen pieces from its perman
ent collection
Dr Even Turner Director of
the Museum said Brancusis role
in the development of modern
sculpture is of
inestimable impor
tance He was the first artist to
explore in depth the
values of pure
form
Born in Rumania in 1876 Bran
cusi went to Paris in 1904 where
he lived and worked throughout his
life Although he was acquainted
with all of the major figures in the
art world he remained estentially
independent of the
movements
reveal themselves as products of
the verb to act maybe even to
Sensitivity Interaction
Before even attempting our
script the Alnwick Players have
divided their time amongst various
introductory exercises the entire
event somewhat similar to
group branch of sensitivity train-
ing relating from psycho drama to
good old physical exercise to thea-
tee games to follow-the-leader to
improvisations to boat the reaper
You might say anything at all is
done to make us aware of our-
selves others and the entangling
environments we are apart of to
establish some sort of intuitive
group reality as
to just what the
word repertory is all about
Its celebration of being alive
of thinking and moving of toying
with emotional responses and ges
tures of rapping out loud as your-
self in your own worth or an cx-
tension or figment of yourself or
somebody else in playwrights
personal tense It coyly
smiles at
time space and matter and trans
forms them into moments on stage
Each rehearsal is justification and
endless example of something Rich-
ard Farina once said while describ
ing an evening with friends It
is not really possible to
collect
number of creative people for an
evening and expect them to avoid
forcing tangible synthesis
or
conclusion to events If objective
circumstance is not propitious ax-
tistic people will invariably add
what is missing beginning with
their imaginations and ending with
physical action Otherwise they
risk having the night end conven
tionally with the subsequent
chance of collective depression
Im not implying were Farina
Baez and Dylan at private jam
session Im saying weve got our
own thing going right here and
now And most important of all
soon we will be able to expand and
share this force with an audience
around him
The exhibition is organized both
chronologically and thematically
Not only is every period of his
oeuvre represented but several
themes are explored in depth not
ably those of the Kiss Birds the
Muse the Sleeping Muse and Ivlle
Pogany
Among the six pieces from his
early period on loan from Rumania
is large bronze figure Payer
which shows the beginning of the




characterized most of Brancusis
later work In this solemn piece
he has eliminated all decorative
effect all useless gestures
and
details





He felt that marble was mystical
and serene while wood was dynamic
and growing His marbles and
bronzes are characterized by delic
acy and refinement the objects
in




Constantin Brancusi sought the
spirit behind the appearance Of
his Bird in Space series he said
One thing have sought for all
my life is the essence of flight It
is not tie outward form which is
real it is the essence
of things
To find this spirit he removed ex
traneous details and concentrated
on the simplifieation and styliza
tion of forms















matcampus disruptions In the course
of preparing its report the commit
tee will also arrange an all-college
forum for general discussion of the
subject
The conference members felt that
further discussion of this subject
and of others still to be presented
was necessary As 400 p.m the
hour for adjournment had arrived
it was decided that another meet
ing of the same group should be
held within months time
to attend cultural affairs off cam-
pus General suggestions included
tablisliing cultural affairs office
with major student responsibility
purchasing bus or making char-
ter arrangements for meeting
trains and planes field trips and
for attendance at cultural events
setting up screening committee to
azmounee coming events well in
advance and arranging coordina
tion of announcements sign-ups
and ticket sales
second joint committee will be
crented to prepare an interpretation
of the Joint Statement on Student
Rights for the Beaver campus
especially in two areas in de
termining guidelines for the release
of privileged information included
on student records to prospective
employers and others and pre
paring written policy with respect
to hearings conducted by the Board
of Review The report of this
committee on these matters is to
be made to the and to the
faculty
This committee will also concern
itself with the preparation of spe
cific plans to be followed by the
college community in the event of
The Theater Playshop is proud
to announce the following ap
pointments for the fall produc
tion of Sammer and Smoke
Gig Castelle will serve as as
sistant director Diane Audorff
has been made stage manager
and Mary Anne Amore has been
named assistant stage manager
Permanent positions include
Debbie Chapman as publicity
chairman assisted by Kathy
Nants and Ann Miller Linda
Saybold as house manager and
Donna Rattenbury as assistant
house manager
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MIDWEST SURVIVES
out being condescending The lies
of black and white reproductions
were iever so evident to me The
building is richly russet brown
brick ornamented with band of
green blue mosaics and orangey
ceramics of natural fornis of his
own devising An art nouveau
lighting fixture of great exquisite-
ness graces the side entrance to the
office fri the back splendid
round encircles the front door sug
gesting at one and the same time
security and friendliness
wa.s stmmed at the power of the
building went there as student
of Sullivansto see as much of his
Work as could But the building
made me catch my breath In its
way its the Chartres of commer
cial civilization American civili
zation is strewn with the wrecks of
visionaries who were too good for
the mediocre means that prevailed
Herman Melvifle is the obvious lit-
erary counterpart The point is
that architecture is tougher art
to be loner in You need clients
not just typewriter and typing pa-
per money Otherwise you must
sketch or write books as Sulli
van ended doing Kindergarten
Chats for democracy too childish
to let its dreamers help it grow up
can hardly wait to get to Grin-
nell Iowa where theres another
Sullivan
Going down the Mississippi banks
from Red Wing to Dubuque was
splendid treat It was perfect
weather and late enough in the
afternoon so that the slanting sun
made kalediscopic pattern on the
bluffs that serrate the Minnesota
side at forty-five degree angles In
Frontenac Minnesota my eye
caught sight just had to stop
and drive back to to film for Mark
Pwains aphorism about nineteenth
Century American architecture hay-
lug Queen Anne fronts and Mary
Ann behinds plain gas-pipe of
building with very ornate Greek
Revival facade punctuated with
huge yellow Honda sign and hive
of Honda wasps revving in front
We crossed the Mississippi into
Wisconsin at Laresse where
found gobs of meaty nineteenth
century buildings center city
garden called Man-Lay to symbo
lize the free gift it was from both
managements and labor UGH
and splendid new medical facility
called the Gundersen Clinic next to
the Lutheran Hospital It was fas
cinating to me because the clinic
has grown in three stages 1900
1930 1960 and so it was thumb-
nail version of twentieth century
styles Ive wondered about Prairie
dii Chien our next stop since first
studied French It has gone to the
dogs all right couldnt get back
to Iowa quickly enough wanted
to fuffihl there another life-time am-
bition to buy copy of The New
Yorker magazine for little old
lady in Dubuque Alas all the
magazine stores were closed when
we got there
This cram course in the upper
Midwest was good thing waking
up in Waterloo Iowa Sunday morn-
ring to hear men discussing With
encyclopedic knowledge the mete-
orological prospects for the corn
crop in the several states surround-
ing Waterloo reminds the metropol
itanoid that there are things grow-
ing and going on that he rarely
dreams about in his philosophizing
The 57th National Cattle Con-
gress wan going on the boards the
day we left The exhiliratingly
high level of wood frame architec
ture in the small towns makes you
come away feeling that Holiday Inn
blob is loss of kind visually at
any rate And as we sought out
the old hotels the hotel-choosing
equivalent of shun-piking all we
missed was color television The
question i.s whether we can have
the soft friendliness of the old style
to tone down the glare of the new
Howard Johnson culture When
was beginning to fall asleep at the
wheel on the road to Rockford Ill-
inois stopped at Holiday Inn to
get cup of coffee The brusquely
efficient night clerk man in
his early twenties hadnt the
vaguest idea where could get
cup of coffee and couldnt have
cared less Yet there was no one
there but me and the clean up man
kinder man would have told
stranger where to get coffee
generous one would have given
cup out of his own pot As it waa
there was nothing but cold curt-
fleas sad .f prugrtas
FRESHLY BAKED FESTIVAL
Continued from Page Col
cate the desire to effect those
other than yourself thereby achiev
ing an awareness and negating the
benevolent blindness found so pre
dominant on and off stage
Also the mere fact of the estab
lishment of the council and enthu
siasm of its members shows ded
icated desire for self-criticism and
improvement The council branches
into production organizational
and artistic endeavors This past
summer various workshops were in-
troduced and newsletter is to be
soon initiated The council wishes
to expand its outlook to involve-
ment on broader regional basis
which will provide its members and
audiences with deeper insights into
better theatre So as with most
democratic institutions EPTO is
established with optimistic goals
and everyones enjoyment and ad-
vancement in mind only wish
hope/pray/beseech/dance that they
can have their home-baked peach
pies and eat them too
BRANCJSI EXHIBIT
Continued from Page Col
The exhibition accompanied by
an illustrated catalogue by Sidney
Geist well-known Brancusi author
ity has been installed by Anne
Harnoncourt and John Tancock the
curators in charge of the Brancusi
exhibition
For further information please
contact the Department of Public
Relations Philadelphia Museum of







O6 Oct 4tei-4v 4e
We of The News are in sympathy with the
October 15 Vietnam Moratorium The voice of pro-
test which grows ever louder in the United Stat
has accomplished great deal already Draft cal1
ars cut troops are being called home Constructive
public demonstration is the strongest
most powerful
method of promoting and directing action we have
available to us
We the editors would like to see some concerted
demonstration of support of the October 15 Morator
ium on the Beaver campus Cancellation of classes
is not particularly relevant demonstration unless
something is put in the place of classes We would
like to see an afternoon forum organized with speak-
era representing various points of view on the Viet
nam issue If outside speakers is an unfeasible idea
at this date joint faculty student presentation
could be arranged Further suggestions should be
submitted to Box 816
We hope that this opportunity is taken of bring-
tag timely and vital issues to our campus cocoon
Cainclar for Weeh of
Sepiernc 29
TUESDAY SEPTEMBER 30
630 p.m Food Commintee Fac Chat
630 p.m Theatre Playshop L.Th
630 p.m Dormitory Committee Heinz Lg
630 p.m Judicial Board S.G.O Rm
730 p.m Young Republicans Heinz Lg
715-830 p.m Modern Dance Club M.G
730 p.m Adult School of
Bible and Religion C.B 11 12
WEDNESDAY OCTOBER
Freshman Council Elections
630 p.m Theatre Playshop Th
THURSDAY OCTOBER
1030 a.m Spanish Club Reh ConI Rm
430 p.m Philadelphia Thtorial




Psi Chi Dr Carr
informal discussion Dii Date Lg
715 830 p.m Modern Dance Club
FRIDAY OCTOBER
630 p.m Theatre Playshop Ph
SUNDAY OCTOBER





Known 1/2 Way Around
the World
ru 7-2927




La Salle College Union VI 8-8300
Oct 3-4 Alfie 30 and 30 p.m 75
University of Pennsylvania Irvine Auditorium 34th
and Spruce Streets
Sept 30 Harper and 30 p.m
Oct Baby Love and 930 p.m
Civic Center Museum 34th below Spruce Street
Sept 30 Exodus and p.m tickets free
Oct The Highwayman and p.m tickets
free
PhiladelphIa Museum of Art 26th and Parkway
Oct To Live In Peace Luigi Zampa p.m
free
The Great War Mario Monicelli 730
p.m free
Theater of the Living Arts 334 South St WA 2-6010
Sept 30 Oct Ulysses
Beaver College Library Lecture Room
Sept 30 No Hiding Place p.m
The World of Pin Thomas
The Band Box 30 Armat St Germantown VI 4-3511
Oct Greed and 930 p.m
THEATER
Pocket Playhouse 2601 Lombard Street FE 5-6051
thni Oct 18 Exit the King lonesco
RADIO TV
WLJIIY-FM 90.9
Oct Free Speech live from North Philly
Topics police-community relations consumer
fraud community involvement 30 p.m
NET Channel 12
Oct Forsythe Saga p.m
MUSIC and DANCE
University of Pennsylvania Palestra
Oct BLOOD SWEAT and TEARS 30 p.m
Academy of Music Broad and Locust Streets
STUTTGART BALLET
Oct Romeo and Juliet p.m
Oct 6-7 Taming of the shrew p.m
EXHIBITS
Philadelphia Museum of Art 26th and Parkway
Sept 25 Nov BRANCUSI Retrospective
Exhibition
Civic Centor Museum 34th below Spruce
thru Oct MASADA Struggle for Freedom
75i
University of Pennsylvania Fine Arts Building 34th
and Walnut Streets
Sept 30 Nov SPIRIT OF THE COMICS
survey of the impact of the cartoon strip
on the art of recent times free
EVENTS
Body Covering Show Philadelphia College of Tex
tiles Schoolhouse Lane VI 3-9700
Oct 12 thru Nov Present and future apparel
from space suits to garments which inflate to
furniture 9-5 p.m
Rittenhouse Square Dog Show 18th and Walnut Sts
Oct rain date Oct 200 recognized cham








FREE 24 Bottles of 7-Up for every
LUBE OIL CHANGE FILTER
Free Pick-Up and Delivery





















Abingon Pennsylvania TUrner 6-7589
21 Easf Glensde Avenue
Glenside
